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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0922802A1] The warp beam frame, for a wide loom, has mountings for warp beams over each other. The upper bearing mounting (24)
to hold a warp beam has two end mountings (26), and at least one support mounting (27) which swings on the frame. The swing movement of the
support mounting (27) can give a free space for a warp beam change. The lower warp beam mounting (25) has two end mountings and a fixed
support mounting (27). A deflection beam (29), at the upper support mounting (27), gives a working contact surface for the warps. The carrier (32),
where the support mounting (27) is attached, has two mounting shields (30) where the carrier is moved through linkages. A carrier tube can rotate
on side sections which also support the upper warp beam mounting, with each support mounting at the carrier tube. Two carriers are at the carrier
tube, with an adjustable carrier tube at the carriers. A warp tensioner is at the carrier tube, with a setting mechanism which is against a hub at one
side and is linked to the carrier tube at the other side to position the deflector beam to set the warp tension. A system gives support to the support
mounting for the bearing mounting assembly.
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